When will the emergency order expire?
The public health emergency order for Clay County will now expire on Sunday, May 3 at 11:59 p.m.

Why has the expiration date changed?

1) Since the previous expiration date of May 15 was announced, a week’s worth of Clay County-specific data has become available. Although we continue to receive reports of new cases every day, the numbers remain consistently low. This can largely be attributed to our community's efforts to stay at home and “flatten the curve” and we want to thank everyone who has contributed to those efforts.

2) The modeling tool used by Clay County Public Health Center was updated over the past weekend and the projected peak for Missouri was lowered to a maximum projected peak of April 17.

3) By setting our expiration date to May 3, this will allow us to work with Gov. Parson’s recently released “Show Me Strong Recovery Plan” as we enter our first phase of reopening.

4) A key and significant change is that our area’s access to COVID-19 testing has greatly improved over the last week. Previously, only hospitals and some physician’s and urgent care clinics previously had the ability to test in our jurisdiction. However, Clay County Public Health Center now offers free testing for all Clay County residents and another public testing site is set to become operational in Gladstone within the next week. We are also expecting other testing clinic opportunities in the coming days and weeks.

Testing remains a critical piece in our effort to safely reopen our communities. It greatly enhances our ability to identify people who need to be isolated and quarantined to prevent them from spreading the disease to the healthy population in Clay County.

Will the expiration date change again?
This expiration date for Clay County is not likely to change again. Moving forward, our focus will be on helping businesses and individuals establish safe ways to gradually reopen and return to normal. However, if the spread of COVID-19 increases to unacceptable levels, guidance may become stricter and the stay-at-home order may resume or restart.
How will life in Clay County change once the order expires?
There may not be an immediate and obvious change once the order expires on May 3. While some restrictions may loosen and businesses may reopen to a degree, Clay County Public Health Center will still recommend precautions like not gathering in large groups, wearing a mask in public and washing your hands and surfaces frequently. More specific information about what these recommendations look like will be released in the coming days.

Is there a plan for safely reopening our community?
Yes, Clay County Public Health Center will be releasing a detailed plan later next week. This plan will include guidance for gradually reopening businesses and the recommended size of gatherings and events. At this time, we ask for your patience and understanding as we finalize these plans.

What if I live or work in a city whose emergency order expires after the county’s emergency order?
Although both the state of Missouri and Clay County will now reopen on May 3, individual cities may choose whether to put additional restrictions in place. If a business is located in a city whose stay-at-home orders expire at a later date, they must follow the order of that particular city.

What if I personally don’t feel safe leaving home after May 3?
Every individual and business must do what they believe is best for their own situation. Although the return to normal will be a gradual one, based on health conditions or other circumstances, you may choose to stay-at-home and self-isolate from the public past May 3. Employees that are asked to return to work but do not feel safe doing so should communicate with their human resources representative or supervisor to discuss ways the company or organization plans to protect them and what their options are.